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H.B. 151 affects retirees returning to work
Effective Feb. 9. PERS retirees who
return to work, either full-time or parttime, as public employees during the first
six months of retirement will forfeit their
monthly retirement and health insurance
for this period. Income and health
insurance will not start until the month
following the end of employment or the
start of the seventh month, whichever
comes first. The purpose of this action,
mandated in Ohio House Bill 151 , is to
prevent or deter public employees from
returning to their former position immediately following retirement.
In addition to the above. PERS
retirees returning to full-time work must
be provided employer health insurance
for the duration of the re-employment
period. The employer health insurance
becOmes primary and the PERS-provided
health insurance becomes secondary.
For Bowling Green State University, this
means that any PERS retiree who is
working full-time on March 1, 1994, must
be provided University health insurance
as the primary carrier.
PERS retirees who work as a full-time
or part-time public employee after
retirement are required to contribute at
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applicable rates. The employee and
employer contributions go toward a
money purchase annuity that accrues
interest. At the time that the PERS retiree
ceases re-employment or reaches age
65, whichever comes later, the contributions and interest may be refunded in a
lump sum or as an additional annuity
benefit based on life expectancy. The
value of the annuity is the sum of the
employee contributions received during
the duration of re-employment plus
allowable interest and then multiplied by
two.
Full-time or part-time PERS retirees
may also opt to return to public employment and have their retirement checks
suspended during the re-employment
period and make contributions toward a
supplemental retirement benefit. This
benefit consists of applying the existing
retirement formula to the re-employment
period (2.5 percent X final average salary
X years of service) and providing a
separate supplemental monthly retirement check to the retiree.
PERS retirees receiving employer
health insurance must have all claims
processed by the primary carrier first.
After the primary carrier has processed
and paid applicable amounts toward the
claims, they are then forwarded to the
PERS insurance carrier for processing
and payment of their obligation.
Administrative and classified staff who
wish to work in public employment after
retirement are encouraged to contact
personnel services to ensure that they
understand the impact of this legislation
on post-retirement employment and that it
does not impact on retirement income
and health insurances.
Retirees who are hired through
Manpower Temporary Services to work
on campus are not considered public
employees and the employment is not
affected by the above.

FACULTY/STAFF POSITIONS

DATEBOOK
Monday, Feb. 14

Eppler North Gym.
Hockey, vs. Miami, 7 p.m., ice arena

Gmst L.ec:ture, "Status of Women in
Urban and Rural India• by Or. Nirupama
Prakash of Banaras Hindu University (lncia), 3

Sunday, Feb. 20

p.m., Faculty Lounge. Union.

EurolLalln American Rim Serles, "Cesar
e. Rosalie; (French 1972). 3:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.
Senior Transitional EdUcatlon Program,
6 p.m., Amani, Commons.

Tuesday, Feb. 15
Classlfled Staff Councll lleetlng, 9 a.m.noon. Taft Room. Union.
Guest Lecture, "Scientific and Technological Developments and international exchange
opportunities· by Ravi Prakash of the Embassy
of India. 10 a.m., Farulty Lounge. Union.
Concert. by Yentl da Camera. 7:30 p.m .•
Manor House. Wildwood Metropark. Toledo.
Free.
Talk Show, "Fighting For Their lives:
Persons Living Wrth AIDS; 7:30 p.m .. Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, Union. Call 372-8302 or 3530160 for more information.
Mostly MIDI Series Event. featuring
composer-performer Stephen Rush and the
University of Michigan Digital Musical
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. A canned good or freewill offering to the Bowling Green Food Pantry
is the suggested fee for admission.
Planetarium Show, ·unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of tile Earth &
Planets: 8 p.m., planetarium. Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.
Coalition for TranscultUral Enhancement Meeting, 9 p.m., main lobby. Prout Han.

\Alednesda~

Feb. 16

Issues in CultUral Diversity 1993-94, a
panel discussion entitled "The Scientist's
Image in Popular Culture: Does It Affect The
Entry of Women and Minorities?" 10 am.noon, conference room, Jerome Library.
Parking AppealS Committee Meeting,
3:30 p.m., parking services, Commons.
Women's Basketball, vs. Western
Michigan, 5:45 p.m., Anderson Arena
Men's Basketball, vs. Western Michigan.
8 p.m.• Anderson Arena
Concert, by violinist Vasile Beluska, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

The following faculty positions are available:
Applied Human Ecology: AssistanVassociate professor. Also. assistant professor. For both
positions. contact Thomas R. Chibucos (2-7823). Deadlines: Mardl 15 or until positions are filled.
Applied Sciences (Arelands College}: Instructor/assistant professor of economics and
statistics (temporary, probationary, full-time. dependent upon qualifications). Contact the Office ol
the Dean. Firelands (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: April 4.
EDA: Assistant professor of education. Contact Trevor Phillips (2-7322). Deadline: March 15 or
until position is filled.
EDSE: Assistant prolessor. Contact Rich Wilson (2-7293). Deadline: March 15 or until position
is filled.
Geography: Assistant professor. Contact Alvar Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: March 1 or until
position is filled.
Geology: (Anticipated) Assistant professor. Contact chair of seardl committee, geology
department (2-2886). Screening begins Feb. 15. Deadline: March 1.
Humanities (Firelands College): Assistant professor of art. Contact the Office of the Dean.
Firelands College (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: March 15.
Natural and Social Sciences (Firelands College): Assistant professor of psychology
(probationary). Contact the Office ol the Dean. Firelands (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: March 1.
Popular CultUre: Instructor (temporary. full-time). Contact the Department of Popular Culture
(2-2981 ). Deadline: Marcil 1.
Residential Services: Residence hall manager {two positions. prolessional managerial. fulltime). Also. residence hall director (three positions, prolessional managerial. full-time). Also.
complex coordinator (professional managerial. full-lime). For all positions. contact Rich Hughes (22011 ). Deadlines: March 7 or until filled.
Romance Languages: Assistant professor of French. Contact the chair al the French Search
Committee. romance languages (2·2667). Deadline: March 1.
School of HPER: Assistant professor. sport management (probationary, full-time). Contact
Crayton Moss (2-6810). Also, assistant professor, physical education teacher education specialist.
Contact Linda Lander (2-6930). Deadfine for both positions: Mardl 15 or until positions are filled.
The lollowing administrative position is available:

Biological Sciences: Laboratory aide. Contact personnel services (2-2227). Deadline: Feb. 25.
College of Business Administration: Assistant director of undergraduate studies in businessDeadline: Feb. 18. Also, assistant director of graduate studies in business. Deadline: April 1. For
both positions. contact personnel services (2-8426).
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Thursday, Feb. 17
Auditions, for "'The Sleeping Beauty.· 4-6
p.m .• McBride Auditorium. Firelands College.
Call 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for more
information.
Reflective Teaching Series, -Characteristics of Teaching Excellence- by William Ayers
of University of Illinois, 7 p_m., Ohio Suite,
Union. CaD 372-7405 for more information.

Racism Reduction Center, 8 p.rn..
second floor. Student Services Building.
Alm, "The Trouble with Harry." 9 p.m.,
Gish Film Tueater. Free.

Friday, Feb. 18
Auditions, for "The Sleeping Beauty; 4-6
p.m., McBride Auditorium, Firelands College.
Call 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for more
information.
Hockey, vs. Notre Dame. 7 p.m., ice
arena
Planetarium Show, "Unworldly Weather:
The Most SpeclaaJlar Weather of the Earth &
Planets," 8 p.m .• planetarium, Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.

Saturday, Feb. 19
Auditions, for "The Sleeping Beauty," 9
am.-noon. McBride Auditorium, Firelands
College. CaD 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for

more information.
Gymnastics., vs. Central Michigan. 2 p.m_,
•

I
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Concert, the BGSU Symphonic Band. 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts

Center. Free.
Planetarium Show, -Unworldly Weather.
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets; 7:30 p.m.• planetarium, Physical
ScienCeS Building. $1 donation suggested.
BGSU Faculty Artist Serles, the
Kantorski-Pope Piano Duo will perform, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Monday, Feb. 21
Euro/Latin American Alm Series,
"Mississippi Mermaid." (French 1969), 3:30
p.m.• Gish Film Theater. Free.
Alm, "Dersu Uzala: {Japanese 1975). 8
p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Free.

'Garage sale' Feb. 15
Inventory management is having a
garage sale of used computers, miscellaneous computer related items, assorted
couches, chairs. dressers. end stands.
assorted bulk canned and boxed food
products and miscellaneous household
cleaning items. The sale will be held from
noon - 5 p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 15) in the
old art annex building, between E. Reed
St. and Frazee Ave.
University employees may charge but
need to contact the inventory management office prior to the day of sale to
obtain an authorization to charge fonn.
Cash or checks also will be accepted. For
more information, call 372-2121.

Register for seminar
The following computer seminars will
be offered during the month of March.
Please call 372-2911 to register.
·intro to DOS- (IBM) is scheduled from
9 am. - noon March 4 in 128 Hayes. This
seminar provides a basic orientation to
IBM personal computers and IBM's
operating system (DOS). Some hands
on_
·Getting Started on the Mac" will be
held from 1-4 p.m_ March 7 in 126 Hayes.
The session presents the word processing software package Microsoft Works,
including a primer on the Macintosh
Desktop and using the mouse. Hands on.
·Hands on oos· (IBM) is scheduled
from 9 am.-noon March 11 in 128 Hayes.
It will explain how to manage and operate
your IBM personal computer using DOS
commands. Attendance at "Intro to DOS"
is recommended. Hands on.
"Database Fundamentals" is set for 14 p.m. March 14 in 128 Hayes. It will
introduce students to relational database
design and include concepts such as file
components. field uses, data types,
indexing hard disk usage and relationship.
·Hypercartf' is scheduled from 1:304:30 p.m. March 15 in 126 Hayes. It will
discuss applications of HyperCard and
introduces the basic concepts necessary
to crea:2 and manage a HyperCard
stack. Prior Macintosh experience or
attendance at "Getting Started on the
Macin1osh" is recommended. Hands on_
For a complete list of other seminars
being offered, call the number listed
above .
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University gears
up for its biggest
open house ever

Board considers
hiring a consulting
firm to aid it in
presidential search
President Olscamp made it official
Feb. 11 that he indeed plans to retire in
June 1995. In response to the announcement, the Board of Trustees appointed a
subct>mmittee at its Feb. 11 meeting that
will investigate the possibility of hiring a
consulting firm to assist in the search for
a new president.
Members of the subcommittee are
trustees Ellen Connally, John Laskey and
Tom Noe. They will also "begin an
investigation of approaches to that
search," according to John Mahaney,
president of the board, which will include
input from the University's constituency
groups. The search process, which could
take more than a year, is expected to
cost approximately $100,000.
Olscamp became president of BGSU
in 1982. He originally intended to retire in
1994 but agreed to remain at the
University, at the board's request, to see
it through a state budget crisis that began
in 1991.
In other business at the meeting, the
trustees increased room and board rates
for the next year by 6.5 percent
Most of the funds generated by the
increase will go toward maintaining and
upgrading the residence halls. Board
members agreed to a $204 annual hike in
the room and board charges from the
current $3, 148 to $3,352 for the 1994-95
academic year_
The new standard room rate will be
$1,968, an increase of $128 over the
current charges. Most rooms on campus,
with the exception of those in Offenhauer
and Founders. faB into the standard room
rate category. The annual dotble
occupancy rate in Offenhauer will be
$2,492 and in Founders, $2,706.
Students will be offered a new housing
option next year called -super Singles.·
Approximately 150 double rooms wiD be
available to students as a single room_
Students selecting this option will pay an
additional 50 percent of the basic
standard room rate.
The yearly cost for the minimum meal
plan will rise by $76 from $1,308 to
$1,384.
In other action, the trustees increased
the mil'>..age reimbursement for employees traveling on University business in
their personal cars from 20 cents to 27
cents a mile. Bowling Green previously
had the lowest reimbursement rate of any
of the state universities. The new mileage
reimbursement is closer to the state
average. Also, reimbursement for in-state
and out-of-state meals and lodging
Continued on page 3 ·
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Bowling Green State University has
programs, services and facilities that rank
among the finest at any institution of
higher learning, yet there are many
people in the northwest Ohio community
who have never had the opportunity to
see or experience them.
All that will change on Sept. 24 when
the University will throw open its doors to
host the largest open house in its history.
"It is our intention to showcase as
many of the programs that make Bowling
Green such an important educational
resource in this part of the state as we
possibly
said Marcia Latta, director
of community relations. "It will be like a
huge fair and the greater the participation
of faculty, staff and students, the greater
the turnout will be from northwest
Ohioans.·
Planning for the day-long event has
already begun. Latta said each college
will be sponsoring four or five programs
that will be of in1erest to the public and
specialized groups. In addition, other
areas on campus will be putting their best
foot forward and nearly every campus
facility will be open for tours and/or

can:

Continued on page 3

University students Emily Shufeldt and Stephen C/an( heP third gradets at
Kenwood Elementary School explore the world of arr:mtecture through a nation. Mete program sponsored by the American Institute of Arr::hilecture Students.

Area scHoolkids learn about architecture
and create a purr-feet house for 'Socks'
Even if you caD a 132-rocm mansion home, it may not fit your lifestyle. If that's

~ prcblem facing the nation's first cat. ·socks; then Bowling Green elementary

school students and University design students are comil 19 to the rescue.
Third graders at Kenwood Elementary School U1 idertook a three weelt project to ·
design the perfect tmrne tor Chelsea Clinton's cat. They have been taught by
University students majoring in architectural and environmenlal design and who
are· members of the American Institute of An:hiteclure Students.
· SOphomore Ardy Maurer, vice president of AIAS, said the goal of the program
·Is to Introduce the younger studtin1s to architecture and what it means to be an
81 c:hitect.
~their first meeting, the young students had an opportunity to examine the
tools an architect l.!Se5 and the BGSU students presented a skit on what is
requked to design and construct a buting. The next week's session concentrated
on cats and pretanding to be a cat in order to dev6lop a list of features needed for
!he perfect cat sanctuary. And at the final session on Feb. 18, the students divided
into groups to complete the drawings.
Senior Emily Shufeldt. piesident of AIAS, said the final drawings will be mailed
to the Cintons. The project is part of a nationwide program spot isored by AIAS.
Classroom teachers for the third graders are Lora Jorrey and Vicki Smith. AlAS
adviser is Frank Bosworth, an assk'ant putessor of acti.ledure and environmen•~in the Co1egedTeaalOk>gy.

CSC developing
catastrophic leave
bank; discusses
parking guidelines
Many people worry about it What
happens if I come down with such a
serious illness or have a bad accident
that I miss so much work I run out of aB
vacation. sick leave and compensatory
leave? What wiU happen to me?
Classified Staff Council is in the
process of developing a program to give
classified s1aff some peace of mind. At its
Feb. 15 meeting, the council hoartl a
report from Randy King. ch."lir uf the
Personnel Welfare Committee, explaining
the details of the proposed Catastrophic
Leave Bank Program.
The concept of such a prograri' oS
nothing new - it is already in plaa. :;a1
some other Ohio institutions. What it
does is estabrlSh a pool of leave for
qualifying classified employees to draw
from when they have experienced a
catastrophic medical hardship. either
personally or by an immediate family
member, and have exhausted their own

Continued on pagtJ 3

OPEN HOUSE

COMMENTARY

demonstrations of research and other
activities.
She said that there will be •oozens of
events and things for people to see or oo
as well as entertainment and food. This
will be an opportunity to not only show off

Editor. the Monitor:

The BGSU United Way campaign is in progress. We want to thank everyone
who has made a contribution so far. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated by
the people your gifts will help.
If you have not made a commitment. there is still a week remaining in this
year's campaign. Please consider our appeal on behaH of people in need in our
community and the surrounding area
Be assured your entire contribution will go to the charities and agencies funded
by the United Way of Northwest Ohio. No administrative costs are deducted from
your gift
I invite you to call me at 372·2475 if you have any questions on the campaign
or on how to make a contribution.
Thank you for your consideration.

our campus but to offer our appreciation

of the support we receive from the people

From the front
expenses were increased to more closely
reflect actual costs. In-state lodging was
raised from $55 plus tax to $75 plus taxi
conference rate and out-of-state lodging
went from $75 plus tax to $75 actuaV
reasonable. The daily maximum for instate meals went from $20 to $25 and the
dally maximum for out-of-state meals
jumped from $30 to $35.
Also on the agenda:
- The trustees passed a resolution
directing the University administration to
talk with proper railroad authorities about
installing automatic electronic gates at
the crossings in the proximity of campus.
The motion was in response to the Feb.
10 accident where a University student
was killed after colliding with a train at the
Pike St. crossing, and to other automobile/train accidents that have occurred
within the vicinity.
-Approval was given to naming Dr.
Chan Hahn, management, and Dr.

Editor. the Monitor:
Like most, I'm so tired of the recent union election that if ever another paper
from Ron Stoner, Mitt Hakel or Pete Hutchinson aosses my desk, I shall take it
forthwith and set fire to the model of the proposed new domed stadium which I
have on good authority is to be Jack Gregory's swan song in his never tiring efforts
to keep the tushes of our intercollegiate athletes dry.
Nevertheless, the recent election raised at least one issue which needs serious
faculty attention. In an instance when a new president is about to be selected by
the Board of Trustees, it is critical that faculty input. the merits of which are judged
on the expectation of contnbutions to that process, be provided. We saw on the
occasion of the selection of President Olscamp that a board which blatantly makes
right of faculty input not only does disservice to the faculty. but to the University as
a whole by putting the incoming president in an unnecessarily awkward position. I
would guess that the current Board of Trustees would prefer to do what it can to
prevent a similar siluation on the occasion of the selection of the next University

president.
I won't go into detail about the ineffectiveness of the Faculty Senate. On most
occasions its continuing debates about whether it should recommend a 25 percent
or 30 percent average raise for the next year are rather amusing; and I sincerely
enjoy reading of Elliott Blinn's perpetual jostlings with the power structures. But I
would encourage the board to seek input from the faculty as a whole by conducting
a separate election for representation on the presidential search committee as well
as to appoint one or more faculty representatives by choosing from those who have
distinguished themselves not only at Bowling Green but in the greater community of

scholars.
The selection of a president is the most important thing the Board of Trustees
does. All the collective governance in the world cannot counter the academic
impact the president has just by virtue of day to day contributions to university
management. Though the university bureaucracy has grown well beyond required
bounds, and bureaucrats will surely get their input into the process, without faculty
and students the bureaucracy is irrelevant. In the selection of the new president,
the faculty as a whole make considered, thoughtful constituents. I encourage the
current Board of Trustees to see that such becomes the case.
Dr. Douglas C. Neckers
Chemistry

Pat Kitchen (from.left), public safety, Jacque Daley, prevention center, Jim
Corbitt, auxiliaiy services, and Elaine Brents, applied human ecology, members of a
planning committee for Spring Employee Enrichment Day, put together sunflower
seed packets that will be distributed to all employees March 7-11. The packets serve
as personal invitations to all faculty and staff to take time to join in the wellnessoriented and morale-boosting festMties planned for March 17 in the University
Union. There is still time for employees to form five-member teams for the popular
'Wellness Feuer that will take place that morning from 10 a.m.-12:15 p.m. To obtain
a sign-up sheet for the feud, contact Cindy CoMn, academic enhancement. at 3722677 and retum the form by Friday (Feb. 25). Prizes will be awarded to the winning

teams.

Promotions and/or tenure were
approved for 31 faculty at the Feb. 11
Board of Trustees meeting.
In the College of Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Julie Burke, interpersonal communication; Dr. Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications, and Dr. Alberto Gonzalez,
interpersonal communication, were
approved for tenure.
Receiving tenure and promotion to
associate professor were Janet Ballweg,
art; Dr. Marvin Belzer, philosophy; Dr.
James Evans, geology, and Dr. Franklin
Goza, sociology.
Promoted to professor were Dr. Ernest
Champion, ethnic studies; Dr. James
Child, philosophy; Robert Hur1stone, art;
Dr. Steven Ludd, political science; Dr.

Beck said.
Leontis was recognized during the
organization's annual dinner held Feb.
10. He was given a plaque and then
made a presentation about his research
work.

on how electrons move from one
molecule to another along a chain of
DNA. The results could have a significant
impact on genetics research and the
methods for repairing genes and treating
genetic diseases.
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research
Society, was founded in 1886 as an '
honor society for scientists and engi-

neers.

-

In addition to the award presentation,
eight other BGSU facuhy members were
nominated for membership in Sigma Xi.
They are Dr. Peggy Giordano, sociology;
Dr. Steven Seubert, mathematics; Dr.
Igor Uporov, chemistry; Ors. Narasaiah
Gavini and Helen Michaels, both of ; 1
biological sciences; and Ors. Meriel
Brooks, Laura Juarez de Ku and
Charlene Waggoner, all of biological : - ·

sciences.

Christopher Morris, philosophy; Adrian
Tio, art, and Dr. John TISak, psychology.
In the College of Business Administration, Dr. Daniel Klein, finance; Dr. Nancy
Merritt, marketing, and Dr. Kenneth
Snead, accounting and MIS, received
tenure and promotion to associate
professor.
Promoted to professor were Dr.
Robert Berns, business education; Dr.
Kenneth Crocker, marketirig, and Dr.
Nancy Kubasek, legal studies.
In the College of Education and Allied
Professions, tenure was granted to Dr.
Michael Coomes, higher education and
student affairs, and Dr. Audrey
Ellenwood, special education.
Receiving tenure and promotion to
associate professor were Dr. Kathleen
Farber, educational foundations and
inquiry, and Dr. Ruth Wilson, special
education.
Promoted to professor were Dr.
Steven RusseD and Dr. Ellen Williams,
both of special education.
In the College of Musical Arts, Vasile
Beluska and Dr. Paul Hunt, both of music
performance stucfies, were promoted to
professor.
In libraries and teaming resources.
tenure was granted to Dr. Dennis East,
associate dean; Coleen Parmer, information services, and Edward Weilant,
Science Library.

Shops hours change
The Little Shop, located in the
University Union, has new hours. They
are 8:30 am.-~:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and 8:30 am.-5 p.m. on
Friday.

Kenneth Kiple, history, as Distinguished
University Professors.
- Promotion and tenure recommendations were approved. (See listing on
opposite page.)
- The board also approved a
proposal to provide health care at the
Student Health Service for spouses of
students at a rate of $40 per semester for
a one-year trial period.
- In his report to the trustees,
Olscamp said he was satisfied with the
outcome of the collective bargaining
election. Approximately 84 percent of
eligible faculty voted in the election which
turned down collective bargainirig on
campus. He said he plans to appoint a
committee to work on the issues brought
up in the campaign and he established a
liaison for the Senate Executive Committee through Dr. Lester Barber's office,
executive assistant to the president, to
avoid miscommunication with the group.

csc

Trustees grant promotions and/or
tenure to 31 faculty members Feb. 11

Leontis presented with the 1994 Outstanding Young Scientist Award
Before joining the University faculty in
1987. Leontis was a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Ohio State University. He
earned his master's degree from Harvard,
his doctorate from Yale, and old his postdoctoral work as a Thumau Research
Fellow at the University of Michigan.
In 1989, he became an adjunct
professor of biochemistry at the Medical
College of Ohio and in 1993 he was
promoted to associate professor of
chemistry. with adjunct status in the
department of biology.
His research studies center around
the molecular structure of RNA and DNA
and he has received more than $760,000
from federal agencies and private
foundations to conduct research.
Currently, he is conducting research
with Dr. Michael A.J. Rodgers, an Ohio
Eminent Scholar. Their joint study centers

of northwest Ohio."
Further details will be announced later
this spring. "Al this time we simply want
the campus community to be aware of
the Sept. 24 open house. We think it will
be a very special event and are hoping
that faculty, staff and students will
participate." Latta said.

TRUSTEES

Dave Maley
Chair, 1994 BGSU United Way campaign

Dr. Neocles Leontis, chemistry, has
been presented the 1994 Outstanding
Young Scientist Award by the University
chapter of Sigma Xi.
The Outstanding Young Scientist
Award is given annually by Sigma Xi to a
scientist on campus who has the most
notable research activity, according to
chapter president Dr. Doris Beck,
biological sciences.
Candidates for recognition, who must
have received their doctorates within the
past 12 years, are nominated by their
peers and the winner is selected by the
organization's credentials committee,

FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS

From the front

From the front
vacation and sick leave time.
The pool is aeated from dassified
staff annually donating aa:rued sick
leave hours to the bank. Employees can
donate leave as long as the donation
does not reduce that employee's sick
leave balance to less than 120 hours.
King said the program recommends an
initial donation of eight hours and once it
has been donated, it cannot be restored
to that employee.
Only classified staff who give sick
leave hours to the program can benefit
from it. The bank is intended to be used
to help someone who has suffered a
hardship, not to cover cases of abusive
leave usage. An employee's payroll and
personnel records wiD be reviewed when
he or she is being considered for
catastrophic leave.
-We want to keep abusers out,· King
said. -We don't want someone to come in
,-~

~

•
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1

r

and ask ior 1,000 hours when they've
abused their own hours in the past.·

He said he hopes the program can
build up a large amount of hours so it can
always provide time to those people who
need it. However, no one will be guarailteed to receive hours if they need them
just because they donated to the bank. "If
the bank gets low, we11 do an emergency
drive to solicit more hours, but we can't
guarantee there will always be some
available when they are needed; King·

f

said.

f.

Upon retirement. classified staff are compensated for up to 240 hours of
accumulated sick leave but not for any
amount in excess of that. The Personnel
Welfare Committee is examining the
possibility of retirees being able to donate_
their excess sick leave hours to the bank.
The program wiO not cover normal·
pregnancy, common illness, illness/injury
covered by short-term tfisablity or long- '
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term disability or Worker's Compensation.
A catastrophic leave committee will
review applications from employees for
catastrophic leave and make a recommendation to the personnel director.
In other business, Stacie Schroeder,
manager of parking and traffic, discussed
new guidelines public safety will be
foDowing in reference to University and
commercial vehicles. The guidelines were
developed in response to a memo written
by Robert Martin, vice president for
operations, who was concerned about
the •general laxness occurring with the
parking" of these vehides.
-We all recognize the occasional need
to work directly from a vehicle for
extended periods, and it is not this
situation I address," Martin wrote. "Rather
it is the vehicle operator who chooses a
location for convenience rather than

necessity.·
Guidelines developed for parking and
traffic personnel to follow when they find
an illegally parked state vehicle are:
- Telephone calls to the respon51ble
department will only be made if the
vehicle is prohibiting other vehicles trc.-n
getting through but a citation should be
issued as well. This process will alleviate
any thoughts of selective calling.
- If the vehicle is blocking a handicap
ramp, sidewalk or prohibits vehicles from
getting through, citations should be
issued.
- If the vehicle is not blocking any
access, warnings should be issued.
Counal members who drive University
vehicles to carry equipment to their jobs
in various campus buildings said it is
often difficult to find convenient parking.
Schroeder agreed that more spaces on
inner campus ~ to be made available
. to service employees and she· is willing to
work with administrators in the physical
plant to solve particular problems.

~

E. WhilmJre, COf"llXller services.

recently completed another 1().part series of
articles on a variety of ~ter-related topics
for one of the nation's leading computer
training companies, MacAcademy.

Sachl Sakthlvel, accounting and management information systems, authored an article
entitled '"Knowtedge-Based Approach to
Stl1Jctural Integrity Verification in Requirements Analysis and Logical System Specification" which appeared in the September 1993
issue of Knowledge-Based Systems.

Peter Shields, telecommunications.
authored the article: "Who Needs ·POTS-plus·
Services? A Comparison of Residential User
Needs Along the Rural-Urban Continuum: in
Telecommunications Policy, Vol.17 (1993)Robert Byler. retired professor of
journalism, published nine articles with several
photos in The Mississippi Rag as well as one
article in the Arts Midwest JazzLetter. His
photos were published in various journals and
newspapers, and he edited two newsletters as
well. Byter made several video productions.
including musical productions of BGSU.
footage for jazz society archives, and other
miscellaneous projects. He published a total of
93 photographs during 1993.

M.. Neil Browne, economics. co-authored
with Stuart M.. Keeley, psychology. the book
Asking the Right Questions: A Guide to Critk;aJ
Thinking. published in the fall of 1993, which
was recently translated into Chinese.
Ed Danziger, history, authored an article
entitled "Conflict, Cooperation, and
Accomodation Along the Great-lakes Frontier"
which appeared in Northwest Ohio Ouarterly.
Summer 1993.

Robert L Perry. ethnic studies, authored
·oecolonializing the Black Scholars' Mind" in
Black Books BuDetin: Wolds Worlc, A Periodic
Journal of Black Culture, Winter 1993-94.

D.S. Chauhan, political science, contributed a chapter on "Managing Public Labor
Disputes: Conflict Resolution in Collective
Bargaining" to the Handbook of Public Sector

Labor Relations, published by Marcel Dekll.er_

Fiona MacKlnnon-Slaney. higher
education and student affairs, published
"Theory to Practice in Co-curricular Activities: A
New Model fOf Student Involvement" in the
Spring 1993 edition of College Student Affairs
Journal.

Trevor J. Phillips. educational foundations
and inquiry. authored "The Chlkfs Side Is the
Only Side" in the winter 1993 edition of A Voice
for Children.

Barbara J. Thayer-Bacon. educational
foundations and inquiry. published -Caring and
Its Relationship to Critical Thinking" in the
Summer 1993 edition of Educational Theory_
Linda Higbee Mandlebaum and Judy
VandenBroek. both of special education.
authored "Teaching with Literature· which
appears in the January 1 ~ edition of
Intervention in School and Clinic. The pair
collaborated with the former faculty member
Leslie Lightbourne who now teaches at the
University of Findlay.

Ruth A. Wilson, special education.
authored "Integrating Outdoor/Environmental
Education into the Special Education Curriculum· in the January 1994 edition of Intervention
in School and Clinic.

Robert G. Berns and Inge M. Klopping.
business education and business administration. respectively. coau1hored "A Comparative
Analysis of Vocational Teachers· Knowledge of
Entrepreneurship.· which appeared in The
0e11a Pi Epsilon Joumm. Fall 1993.
Eugene T. W. Sanders and Lisa E.
Gueldenzoph, business education. coauthored
"The Role of Universi1y Administrators in
Retaining At-Risk Students: which appeared in
The Record of Educational Administration. Faw
Winter.

Mary Doucet, accounting and MIS.
authored "Auditor Tenure. Fixed Fee Contracts
and the Supply of Substandard Single Audits.·
in Public Budgeting & Finance. Fan 1993
issue.

FACULTY/STAFF GRANTS
Vincent Conigan. music. received a
BGSU Faculty Development Grant to attend
the Career Options Forum at the annual
meeting of the American Musicological Society
in Montreal. Nov. 5.

sciences, received $59,564 from the Roswell
Park Cancer Institute Division. Health
Research, Inc., to increase the understanding
of structure-activity relationships of photasensitizers in photodynamic therapy.

Christine Sexton, production services,
received a gram for $3,000 from the BGSU
Foundation in January.

Ron C. Woodruff. biological sciences.
received $45.000 from Loyola U niversi1y cf
Chicago to develop data concerning dros·
ophifa mobile elements.

Conrad llcRoberts, financial aid, received
$51,976 from the Ohio Department of
Education to provide grants exdusively to
students from low to moderate income families
who are residents of Ohio.

Donald Gehring, higher education and
student affairs, received $9,410 from the
Medical College of Ohio for one student
internship assigrunent in the Office of S11Jdent
Affairs, Schoof of Medicine. He also received a
second gram for $9.208 from the same
sponsor for the same purpose.
Edmund J. Danziger, history, was
awarded $3.500 by the government of Canada
to condud research involving the Walpole
Island Fll"St Nation Post-Secondaly Education.

Barry Piersol, technology, was awarded
$1,600 from the Medical College of Ohio for
student cooperative enpoyment training at the
Medical College of Ohio. He also received
$20,000 from the Me<fical College of Ohio to
be used toward cooperative education
placements at the college.

Michael A.J. Rodgers. photochemical

Carolyn Palmer, higher education and
student affairs. received $265 from Ohio
University. $270 from Ohio State University.
and $267 from Miami University to support a
study concerning victimization in the residence
halls from the perspective of live-in staff_

lloUy Laflin, HPER, was awarded
$71.660 by West Virginia University to tuna a
project designed to train educators of children

grades K-8 in strategies designed to prevent
alcohol and tobacco use.
Pietro Badia, psychology. received
$138.903 from the Defense Supply Service. for
a study to determine how circadian factorS.
environmental conditions. task demands and
individual differences contribute to difficulty in
maintaining high levels of performance during
work periods normally reserved for steep and
rest
William Leutz, WBGU-TV, was awarded

$80,382 from the Ohio Educational Broadcast
Network Commission for the generation and
_maintenance of WBGU-TVs broadcast signal.

OPEN HOUSE

COMMENTARY

demonstrations of research and other
activities.
She said that there will be •oozens of
events and things for people to see or oo
as well as entertainment and food. This
will be an opportunity to not only show off

Editor. the Monitor:

The BGSU United Way campaign is in progress. We want to thank everyone
who has made a contribution so far. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated by
the people your gifts will help.
If you have not made a commitment. there is still a week remaining in this
year's campaign. Please consider our appeal on behaH of people in need in our
community and the surrounding area
Be assured your entire contribution will go to the charities and agencies funded
by the United Way of Northwest Ohio. No administrative costs are deducted from
your gift
I invite you to call me at 372·2475 if you have any questions on the campaign
or on how to make a contribution.
Thank you for your consideration.

our campus but to offer our appreciation

of the support we receive from the people

From the front
expenses were increased to more closely
reflect actual costs. In-state lodging was
raised from $55 plus tax to $75 plus taxi
conference rate and out-of-state lodging
went from $75 plus tax to $75 actuaV
reasonable. The daily maximum for instate meals went from $20 to $25 and the
dally maximum for out-of-state meals
jumped from $30 to $35.
Also on the agenda:
- The trustees passed a resolution
directing the University administration to
talk with proper railroad authorities about
installing automatic electronic gates at
the crossings in the proximity of campus.
The motion was in response to the Feb.
10 accident where a University student
was killed after colliding with a train at the
Pike St. crossing, and to other automobile/train accidents that have occurred
within the vicinity.
-Approval was given to naming Dr.
Chan Hahn, management, and Dr.

Editor. the Monitor:
Like most, I'm so tired of the recent union election that if ever another paper
from Ron Stoner, Mitt Hakel or Pete Hutchinson aosses my desk, I shall take it
forthwith and set fire to the model of the proposed new domed stadium which I
have on good authority is to be Jack Gregory's swan song in his never tiring efforts
to keep the tushes of our intercollegiate athletes dry.
Nevertheless, the recent election raised at least one issue which needs serious
faculty attention. In an instance when a new president is about to be selected by
the Board of Trustees, it is critical that faculty input. the merits of which are judged
on the expectation of contnbutions to that process, be provided. We saw on the
occasion of the selection of President Olscamp that a board which blatantly makes
right of faculty input not only does disservice to the faculty. but to the University as
a whole by putting the incoming president in an unnecessarily awkward position. I
would guess that the current Board of Trustees would prefer to do what it can to
prevent a similar siluation on the occasion of the selection of the next University

president.
I won't go into detail about the ineffectiveness of the Faculty Senate. On most
occasions its continuing debates about whether it should recommend a 25 percent
or 30 percent average raise for the next year are rather amusing; and I sincerely
enjoy reading of Elliott Blinn's perpetual jostlings with the power structures. But I
would encourage the board to seek input from the faculty as a whole by conducting
a separate election for representation on the presidential search committee as well
as to appoint one or more faculty representatives by choosing from those who have
distinguished themselves not only at Bowling Green but in the greater community of

scholars.
The selection of a president is the most important thing the Board of Trustees
does. All the collective governance in the world cannot counter the academic
impact the president has just by virtue of day to day contributions to university
management. Though the university bureaucracy has grown well beyond required
bounds, and bureaucrats will surely get their input into the process, without faculty
and students the bureaucracy is irrelevant. In the selection of the new president,
the faculty as a whole make considered, thoughtful constituents. I encourage the
current Board of Trustees to see that such becomes the case.
Dr. Douglas C. Neckers
Chemistry

Pat Kitchen (from.left), public safety, Jacque Daley, prevention center, Jim
Corbitt, auxiliaiy services, and Elaine Brents, applied human ecology, members of a
planning committee for Spring Employee Enrichment Day, put together sunflower
seed packets that will be distributed to all employees March 7-11. The packets serve
as personal invitations to all faculty and staff to take time to join in the wellnessoriented and morale-boosting festMties planned for March 17 in the University
Union. There is still time for employees to form five-member teams for the popular
'Wellness Feuer that will take place that morning from 10 a.m.-12:15 p.m. To obtain
a sign-up sheet for the feud, contact Cindy CoMn, academic enhancement. at 3722677 and retum the form by Friday (Feb. 25). Prizes will be awarded to the winning

teams.

Promotions and/or tenure were
approved for 31 faculty at the Feb. 11
Board of Trustees meeting.
In the College of Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Julie Burke, interpersonal communication; Dr. Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications, and Dr. Alberto Gonzalez,
interpersonal communication, were
approved for tenure.
Receiving tenure and promotion to
associate professor were Janet Ballweg,
art; Dr. Marvin Belzer, philosophy; Dr.
James Evans, geology, and Dr. Franklin
Goza, sociology.
Promoted to professor were Dr. Ernest
Champion, ethnic studies; Dr. James
Child, philosophy; Robert Hur1stone, art;
Dr. Steven Ludd, political science; Dr.

Beck said.
Leontis was recognized during the
organization's annual dinner held Feb.
10. He was given a plaque and then
made a presentation about his research
work.

on how electrons move from one
molecule to another along a chain of
DNA. The results could have a significant
impact on genetics research and the
methods for repairing genes and treating
genetic diseases.
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research
Society, was founded in 1886 as an '
honor society for scientists and engi-

neers.

-

In addition to the award presentation,
eight other BGSU facuhy members were
nominated for membership in Sigma Xi.
They are Dr. Peggy Giordano, sociology;
Dr. Steven Seubert, mathematics; Dr.
Igor Uporov, chemistry; Ors. Narasaiah
Gavini and Helen Michaels, both of ; 1
biological sciences; and Ors. Meriel
Brooks, Laura Juarez de Ku and
Charlene Waggoner, all of biological : - ·

sciences.

Christopher Morris, philosophy; Adrian
Tio, art, and Dr. John TISak, psychology.
In the College of Business Administration, Dr. Daniel Klein, finance; Dr. Nancy
Merritt, marketing, and Dr. Kenneth
Snead, accounting and MIS, received
tenure and promotion to associate
professor.
Promoted to professor were Dr.
Robert Berns, business education; Dr.
Kenneth Crocker, marketirig, and Dr.
Nancy Kubasek, legal studies.
In the College of Education and Allied
Professions, tenure was granted to Dr.
Michael Coomes, higher education and
student affairs, and Dr. Audrey
Ellenwood, special education.
Receiving tenure and promotion to
associate professor were Dr. Kathleen
Farber, educational foundations and
inquiry, and Dr. Ruth Wilson, special
education.
Promoted to professor were Dr.
Steven RusseD and Dr. Ellen Williams,
both of special education.
In the College of Musical Arts, Vasile
Beluska and Dr. Paul Hunt, both of music
performance stucfies, were promoted to
professor.
In libraries and teaming resources.
tenure was granted to Dr. Dennis East,
associate dean; Coleen Parmer, information services, and Edward Weilant,
Science Library.

Shops hours change
The Little Shop, located in the
University Union, has new hours. They
are 8:30 am.-~:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and 8:30 am.-5 p.m. on
Friday.

Kenneth Kiple, history, as Distinguished
University Professors.
- Promotion and tenure recommendations were approved. (See listing on
opposite page.)
- The board also approved a
proposal to provide health care at the
Student Health Service for spouses of
students at a rate of $40 per semester for
a one-year trial period.
- In his report to the trustees,
Olscamp said he was satisfied with the
outcome of the collective bargaining
election. Approximately 84 percent of
eligible faculty voted in the election which
turned down collective bargainirig on
campus. He said he plans to appoint a
committee to work on the issues brought
up in the campaign and he established a
liaison for the Senate Executive Committee through Dr. Lester Barber's office,
executive assistant to the president, to
avoid miscommunication with the group.

csc

Trustees grant promotions and/or
tenure to 31 faculty members Feb. 11

Leontis presented with the 1994 Outstanding Young Scientist Award
Before joining the University faculty in
1987. Leontis was a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Ohio State University. He
earned his master's degree from Harvard,
his doctorate from Yale, and old his postdoctoral work as a Thumau Research
Fellow at the University of Michigan.
In 1989, he became an adjunct
professor of biochemistry at the Medical
College of Ohio and in 1993 he was
promoted to associate professor of
chemistry. with adjunct status in the
department of biology.
His research studies center around
the molecular structure of RNA and DNA
and he has received more than $760,000
from federal agencies and private
foundations to conduct research.
Currently, he is conducting research
with Dr. Michael A.J. Rodgers, an Ohio
Eminent Scholar. Their joint study centers

of northwest Ohio."
Further details will be announced later
this spring. "Al this time we simply want
the campus community to be aware of
the Sept. 24 open house. We think it will
be a very special event and are hoping
that faculty, staff and students will
participate." Latta said.

TRUSTEES

Dave Maley
Chair, 1994 BGSU United Way campaign

Dr. Neocles Leontis, chemistry, has
been presented the 1994 Outstanding
Young Scientist Award by the University
chapter of Sigma Xi.
The Outstanding Young Scientist
Award is given annually by Sigma Xi to a
scientist on campus who has the most
notable research activity, according to
chapter president Dr. Doris Beck,
biological sciences.
Candidates for recognition, who must
have received their doctorates within the
past 12 years, are nominated by their
peers and the winner is selected by the
organization's credentials committee,

FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS

From the front

From the front
vacation and sick leave time.
The pool is aeated from dassified
staff annually donating aa:rued sick
leave hours to the bank. Employees can
donate leave as long as the donation
does not reduce that employee's sick
leave balance to less than 120 hours.
King said the program recommends an
initial donation of eight hours and once it
has been donated, it cannot be restored
to that employee.
Only classified staff who give sick
leave hours to the program can benefit
from it. The bank is intended to be used
to help someone who has suffered a
hardship, not to cover cases of abusive
leave usage. An employee's payroll and
personnel records wiD be reviewed when
he or she is being considered for
catastrophic leave.
-We want to keep abusers out,· King
said. -We don't want someone to come in
,-~

~

•

i;
1

r

and ask ior 1,000 hours when they've
abused their own hours in the past.·

He said he hopes the program can
build up a large amount of hours so it can
always provide time to those people who
need it. However, no one will be guarailteed to receive hours if they need them
just because they donated to the bank. "If
the bank gets low, we11 do an emergency
drive to solicit more hours, but we can't
guarantee there will always be some
available when they are needed; King·

f

said.

f.

Upon retirement. classified staff are compensated for up to 240 hours of
accumulated sick leave but not for any
amount in excess of that. The Personnel
Welfare Committee is examining the
possibility of retirees being able to donate_
their excess sick leave hours to the bank.
The program wiO not cover normal·
pregnancy, common illness, illness/injury
covered by short-term tfisablity or long- '

t
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term disability or Worker's Compensation.
A catastrophic leave committee will
review applications from employees for
catastrophic leave and make a recommendation to the personnel director.
In other business, Stacie Schroeder,
manager of parking and traffic, discussed
new guidelines public safety will be
foDowing in reference to University and
commercial vehicles. The guidelines were
developed in response to a memo written
by Robert Martin, vice president for
operations, who was concerned about
the •general laxness occurring with the
parking" of these vehides.
-We all recognize the occasional need
to work directly from a vehicle for
extended periods, and it is not this
situation I address," Martin wrote. "Rather
it is the vehicle operator who chooses a
location for convenience rather than

necessity.·
Guidelines developed for parking and
traffic personnel to follow when they find
an illegally parked state vehicle are:
- Telephone calls to the respon51ble
department will only be made if the
vehicle is prohibiting other vehicles trc.-n
getting through but a citation should be
issued as well. This process will alleviate
any thoughts of selective calling.
- If the vehicle is blocking a handicap
ramp, sidewalk or prohibits vehicles from
getting through, citations should be
issued.
- If the vehicle is not blocking any
access, warnings should be issued.
Counal members who drive University
vehicles to carry equipment to their jobs
in various campus buildings said it is
often difficult to find convenient parking.
Schroeder agreed that more spaces on
inner campus ~ to be made available
. to service employees and she· is willing to
work with administrators in the physical
plant to solve particular problems.

~

E. WhilmJre, COf"llXller services.

recently completed another 1().part series of
articles on a variety of ~ter-related topics
for one of the nation's leading computer
training companies, MacAcademy.

Sachl Sakthlvel, accounting and management information systems, authored an article
entitled '"Knowtedge-Based Approach to
Stl1Jctural Integrity Verification in Requirements Analysis and Logical System Specification" which appeared in the September 1993
issue of Knowledge-Based Systems.

Peter Shields, telecommunications.
authored the article: "Who Needs ·POTS-plus·
Services? A Comparison of Residential User
Needs Along the Rural-Urban Continuum: in
Telecommunications Policy, Vol.17 (1993)Robert Byler. retired professor of
journalism, published nine articles with several
photos in The Mississippi Rag as well as one
article in the Arts Midwest JazzLetter. His
photos were published in various journals and
newspapers, and he edited two newsletters as
well. Byter made several video productions.
including musical productions of BGSU.
footage for jazz society archives, and other
miscellaneous projects. He published a total of
93 photographs during 1993.

M.. Neil Browne, economics. co-authored
with Stuart M.. Keeley, psychology. the book
Asking the Right Questions: A Guide to Critk;aJ
Thinking. published in the fall of 1993, which
was recently translated into Chinese.
Ed Danziger, history, authored an article
entitled "Conflict, Cooperation, and
Accomodation Along the Great-lakes Frontier"
which appeared in Northwest Ohio Ouarterly.
Summer 1993.

Robert L Perry. ethnic studies, authored
·oecolonializing the Black Scholars' Mind" in
Black Books BuDetin: Wolds Worlc, A Periodic
Journal of Black Culture, Winter 1993-94.

D.S. Chauhan, political science, contributed a chapter on "Managing Public Labor
Disputes: Conflict Resolution in Collective
Bargaining" to the Handbook of Public Sector

Labor Relations, published by Marcel Dekll.er_

Fiona MacKlnnon-Slaney. higher
education and student affairs, published
"Theory to Practice in Co-curricular Activities: A
New Model fOf Student Involvement" in the
Spring 1993 edition of College Student Affairs
Journal.

Trevor J. Phillips. educational foundations
and inquiry. authored "The Chlkfs Side Is the
Only Side" in the winter 1993 edition of A Voice
for Children.

Barbara J. Thayer-Bacon. educational
foundations and inquiry. published -Caring and
Its Relationship to Critical Thinking" in the
Summer 1993 edition of Educational Theory_
Linda Higbee Mandlebaum and Judy
VandenBroek. both of special education.
authored "Teaching with Literature· which
appears in the January 1 ~ edition of
Intervention in School and Clinic. The pair
collaborated with the former faculty member
Leslie Lightbourne who now teaches at the
University of Findlay.

Ruth A. Wilson, special education.
authored "Integrating Outdoor/Environmental
Education into the Special Education Curriculum· in the January 1994 edition of Intervention
in School and Clinic.

Robert G. Berns and Inge M. Klopping.
business education and business administration. respectively. coau1hored "A Comparative
Analysis of Vocational Teachers· Knowledge of
Entrepreneurship.· which appeared in The
0e11a Pi Epsilon Joumm. Fall 1993.
Eugene T. W. Sanders and Lisa E.
Gueldenzoph, business education. coauthored
"The Role of Universi1y Administrators in
Retaining At-Risk Students: which appeared in
The Record of Educational Administration. Faw
Winter.

Mary Doucet, accounting and MIS.
authored "Auditor Tenure. Fixed Fee Contracts
and the Supply of Substandard Single Audits.·
in Public Budgeting & Finance. Fan 1993
issue.

FACULTY/STAFF GRANTS
Vincent Conigan. music. received a
BGSU Faculty Development Grant to attend
the Career Options Forum at the annual
meeting of the American Musicological Society
in Montreal. Nov. 5.

sciences, received $59,564 from the Roswell
Park Cancer Institute Division. Health
Research, Inc., to increase the understanding
of structure-activity relationships of photasensitizers in photodynamic therapy.

Christine Sexton, production services,
received a gram for $3,000 from the BGSU
Foundation in January.

Ron C. Woodruff. biological sciences.
received $45.000 from Loyola U niversi1y cf
Chicago to develop data concerning dros·
ophifa mobile elements.

Conrad llcRoberts, financial aid, received
$51,976 from the Ohio Department of
Education to provide grants exdusively to
students from low to moderate income families
who are residents of Ohio.

Donald Gehring, higher education and
student affairs, received $9,410 from the
Medical College of Ohio for one student
internship assigrunent in the Office of S11Jdent
Affairs, Schoof of Medicine. He also received a
second gram for $9.208 from the same
sponsor for the same purpose.
Edmund J. Danziger, history, was
awarded $3.500 by the government of Canada
to condud research involving the Walpole
Island Fll"St Nation Post-Secondaly Education.

Barry Piersol, technology, was awarded
$1,600 from the Medical College of Ohio for
student cooperative enpoyment training at the
Medical College of Ohio. He also received
$20,000 from the Me<fical College of Ohio to
be used toward cooperative education
placements at the college.

Michael A.J. Rodgers. photochemical

Carolyn Palmer, higher education and
student affairs. received $265 from Ohio
University. $270 from Ohio State University.
and $267 from Miami University to support a
study concerning victimization in the residence
halls from the perspective of live-in staff_

lloUy Laflin, HPER, was awarded
$71.660 by West Virginia University to tuna a
project designed to train educators of children

grades K-8 in strategies designed to prevent
alcohol and tobacco use.
Pietro Badia, psychology. received
$138.903 from the Defense Supply Service. for
a study to determine how circadian factorS.
environmental conditions. task demands and
individual differences contribute to difficulty in
maintaining high levels of performance during
work periods normally reserved for steep and
rest
William Leutz, WBGU-TV, was awarded

$80,382 from the Ohio Educational Broadcast
Network Commission for the generation and
_maintenance of WBGU-TVs broadcast signal.

Nonprofit Organization

DATEBOOK
Monday, Feb. 21
Euro/Latin American Alm Series,
"Mississippi Mermaid." (French 1969). 3:30
p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.
Film. -oersu uza1a.-1.1apanese 1975). a
p.m.. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Free.

Tuesday, Feb. 22
Administrative Staff COUncll Executive
Meeting, noon-1 p.m., Canal Room. Union.
Music at the Forefront Series Event, a
concert by Marian Borkowski and Andrezej

Ou1kiewicz of Poland's Chopin Academy of
Music in Wars.all, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Planetarium Show, -Unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets." 8 p.m .• planetarium, Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.
Coalition for Transcuhural Enhancement Meeting, 9 p.m., main lobby, Prout Hall.

Vi/ednesda~

Feb.23

Women's Basketball, vs. Central
Michigan. 5:45 p.m .. Anderson Arena

Free.
Men's Basketball, vs. Central Michigan, 8
p.m.• Ander50l1 Arena.
Faculty Scholar Serles, Bonna Boettcher.
ic li>rary, Dr. Vincent Kantorski and Dr. Marr
Natvig, both of musical arts. wiD present
papers. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Theatre Production, "The
8 p.m .•
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 !or
adults and $4 for students and senior citizens.
Call 372-2719 for reservationS.

wiz:

Thursday, Feb. 24
Women's Swimming, hosts MAC
Championships, 11 am.-7 p.m., Cooper Pool.
Concert, featuring the BGSU Student Jazz
Combos. 7 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Theatre Production, "The
8 p.m .•
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for students and senior citizens.
Call 372-2715 for reservations.
Racism Reduction Center Meeting, 8
p.m., second floor, Student Services Building.
Film, "Some Like It Hot," 9 p.m .• Gish Film
Theater. Free.

wiz:

Contemporary Black Rim Series, "She's
Gotta Have It," 7:30 p.m .. Gish Film Theater.

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees lo
apply: Noon, Friday, Feb. 25.
2-25-1

Clerical Specialist
Pay Grade25
Office of Admissions

2-25-2 Telephone ~tor 1
PayGrade3
Telecommunicalion services
Academic year, part-time

Friday, Feb. 25
Women's Swimming, hosts MAC
Championships, 11 a.m.-7 p.m., Cooper Pool.
Falc:on Club Luncheon, noon, Bowling
Green Country Club.
Economics Colloquium Series, "The
Possible Ramifications of Confederate Naval
Superiority" by Dr. David Surdam from the
University of Chicago, 3:30 p.m., 4000
Business Administration Building.
Hockey, vs. Western Michigan. 7 p.m., ice
arena.
Planetarium Show, -Unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets.- 8 p.m., planetarium. Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.
Concert, by the BGSU Concert Band, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Film, "Tumbleweeds,• the 1925 silent
movie dassic. 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.

FACULTY/STAFF POSmONS
The following faculty positions are available:

Applied Human Ecology: AssistanVassociate professor. Also. assistant professor. For both
positions, contact Thomas R. Chibucos (2-7823). Deadlines: March 15 or until positions are filled.
Applied Sc:ieuces (Rrelands College): lnstrudor/assistant professor of economicS and
statistics (temporary. probationary. full-time, dependent upon qualifications). Con1aCI the Office of
the Dean. Fu-elands (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: April 4.
EDFI: Assistant professor of education. Contacl Trevor Phillips (2-7322). Deadline: March 15 or
until position is filled.
,
EDSE: Assistant professor. Contacl Rich Wilson (2-7293). Deadline: March 15 or unlil position
IS fiBed.

Geography: Assistant professor. Contact Alvar Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: March 1 or un1il
position is fined.
Geology: (Anticipated) Assistant professor. Contact chair of search mmittee, geology
department (2-2886). Screening begins Feb. 15. Deadline: March 1.
Humanities (Fin!lauds College): Assistant professor of art. Contact the Office of the Dean.
Firelands CoBege (433-5560, exL 223). Deadline: March 15.
Natural and Social Sciences (Firelands College): Assistant professor of psychology
(probationary). Con1act the Office of the Dean, f"irelands (433-5560, ext. 223). Dea!line: Mardi 1.
Popular Culture: lnslrudor (temporary, tuft.lime). Contact the Department of Popular Culture
(2-2981 ). Deadline: March 1.
Romance Languages: Assistant professor of French. Contact the chair of the French Search
Committee, romance languages (2-2667). Deadline: March 1.
School of HPER: Assistant professor. sport management (probationary, tuD-time). Contact
Crayton Moss (2-6810). Also. assistant professor. physical educa1ion teacher education specialist
Contact Linda Lander (2-6930). Deadline for both positions: March 15 or until positions are filled.
The following administrative positions are available:

Biological Sciences: Labora10ry aide. Contacl persomel services (2-2227). Deadline: Feb. 25.
College of Busa- Admlnislndlon: Assistant diredor of graduate studies in business.
Contact personnel services (2-8426). Deadline: April 1Rnancial Aid and Student Employment: Assistant director. Contact personnel services (2·
8426). Deadline: Marth 1 (Credentials will be accepted until position is filled).
Residential Services: ResidenCe haD manager (two positions. professional managerial. fuUtime. live-in). Also. resideuc:e haB directer' (three positions. professional managerial, fulltime. five.
in). Also. ~ aion:linatof (professional managerial. fulltime. r~l- For an positions. c:on1ac1
Rich Hughes (2-2011 ). Deadlines: March 7 or until filled.
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Theatre Proc:tuctlon, "The Wrz: 8 p.m .•
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for students and senior citizens.
Call 372-2719 for resetVations.

Saturday, Feb. 26
Women's Swlnvnlng, hosts MAC
Championships.11 am.-7p.m.,CooperPool.
Men's Tennis, vs. Northern Illinois, 1 p.m.,
Fllldlay Racquet Club.
Hockey, vs.. Kent. 7 p.m.• ice arena
Theatre Production, "The Wrz," 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for students and senior citizens.
CaJ1372-2719forreservations.
An Evening of Dinner & Theatre, includes
dinner in Founders Hall dining room. director's
backstage revelations and performance of
"The Wrz"_ Tickets are $24 per person. Call
372-8181 for more information.
Annual Reggae Tribute to Robert Nesta
Mar1ey, 9 p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Union. Admission is $2. Call 372-7903 or
352-7143 for more information.

Sunday, Feb. 27
Gymnastics, vs. Indiana University of
Pennsylvania. 1 p.m, Eppler North Gym.
Theatre Production, "The Wrz," 2 p.m .•
Eva Marie Saini Theatre. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for students and senior citizens.
Call 372-2719 for reservations.
Planetarium Show, "Unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets," 7:30 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.
Faculty Artist Serles, featuring bassoonist
Jeffrey Lyman, musical arts. 8 p.m .• Bryan
RecilaJ Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, Feb. 28
Tickets go on Sale, for the Mardl 11 and
12 performances of "The Merry Wrves of
Windsor.• For more information, call 372-8171
or 1-800-589-2224.
Euro/Latin American Rim Series, "The
Battle of Algiers," (Italian 1965), 3:30 p.m.,
Gish Film Theater. Free.
women·s History llonlh Lecture, Winona
Laduke, president of the Indigenous Women's
Network, will speak on "Native American
Women," 7:30-11 p.m., Lenhart Grand

BaUroom.
Rim, "Reinheil Des Herzens," (German.
1980) with subtitles. 8 p.m.. Gish Fiim Theater.
Free.

Get involved: Run
for a seat on CSC
Have you ever wanted to be a part of
the decision-making process for issues
that concern classified staff? Now is your
opportunity to get involved. Ten seats on
Classified Staff Council are up for
election this spring and self-nominations
are now being sorlCited.
Th9 following seats need to be filled: a
three-year term in the academic affairs
area; three three-year terms in operations; a two-year unexpired term in
University relations: a three-year term
from Firelands College; a three-year term
representing pennanent part-time staff; a
three-year term in auxiliary support
services (food); a two-year unexpired
term in awrniary support services {food);
and a one-year unexpired term in
management support services.
Sett-nominations must include name,
job title, department, years at the
University and campus phone number.
All nominations should be submitted to
the CSC Election Committee, P.O. Box
91, University Hall, by Marcil 21.
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Online CUFS training
courses scheduled
Online CUFS training for non-users
will be held Marcil 21 - 24. The training
will be limited to 12 persons in each
class. The schedule is as follows:
- Introduction and requisition (RX)
training, 9 am.-noon, Marcil 21.
- Receiving document (RC) training,
9 - 11 a.m., Marcil 22.
- Departmental purchase orders (PD)
and direct payment orders (P01). 9 -11
a.m .• Marcil 23.
- Stock requisitions (SR). 9 · 11 a.m .•
Marcil 24.
Participants must have a CICS
account (see your department CICS
contact) and CUFS security which cannot
be granted until after you have your CICS
account Questions about security should
be directed to Dick Zolman at 372-9090.
The introduction and requisition dass
must be taken in"order to attend any of
the other classes. There will only be one
session of eacil class held at this time.
Classes will be in 128 Hayes Hall.
To register, call Project-90 at 3729090.

VOL

Two representatives from the classified staff are needed to serve on the
University's Equal Opportunity CompU-

ance 'Committee.
.The purpose of the conunittee is to
give oversight to matters relating to the
Uniltersity's affirmative action program.
For more information or to make a
self-Aomination, contact Mary Alice
Neunam, vice chair of Classified Staff
Council, at 372-9870.

FoRSAI~E
The treasurer's office has for sale four
IBM PCs complete with hard disks,
monitors and keyboards.
372-2205
for specific infonnation about each

can

system.
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Director brings new ideas to Project Search program
When Lisa Chavers became the
director of Project Search in September, she knew she had a hard act to
follow. Suc:ceeding Peace Champion,
the program's popidar first director, was
going to be tough.
But Chavers has not chosen to
simply follow in Champion's footsteps.
Instead, she is forging her own path as
she looks for new and aeative ways to
recruit African-Americans, Latino
Hispanics and Native Americans to the
University's Graduate College.
Project Search has been a part of
the co8ege since 1972. Its purpose is to
help admit, fund and graduate minority
sludents in graduate programs. Each
year approximately 350 students apply
to the program and about 150 are
funded through fellowships or assistantships.
-Retention also is a big part of what
we do; Chavers said. 'We're trying to
avoid the revoMng door.· For that
f8aSOl'l, she is hoping to develop host
and mentor programs so these students
-have someone to tum to when they
need extra help or advice.
Formerly In undergraduate admissions.. Chavers said she was atba'1ed
to the new position beca1 rse it was an
opporlunity to work with a different
P'l"dation of students and she thought
it would be challeoging and fun working
wilh Dr. Winifred Stone, acsociate dean
aid di 8dDi of graduate admissions.
. Part of Chavers' job entails taldng to

Manpower Temporary Services is now
used by personnel services to fill tempo-

Membership needed

BOWLING

Chavers hopes to visit more institutions

Session to explain
temporary services
rary vacancies. Manpower was the
successful bidder and its contract runs
through Nov. 14. The company will
provide qualified personnel for temporary
vacancies and also offers innovative,
cost-saving services to the University in
training and skill enhancement
To inform departments/areas on
utilization of these services, personnel
services will hold an informational
session in conjunction with Manpower
from 9 -10:30 am. Wednesday (Feb. 23)
in the training/conference room of
College Park Office Building. The
program will give a brief overview of the
company's services, procedures and
billings.
All staff who are involved in the
temporary staff hiring process should
contact Laura Gazarek at 372-8421 to
attend. Questions concerning temporary
hiring should be directed to Patricia
Patton, assistant <frrector of employment/
training at 372-2228.
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tnlergraduates at other Institutions
. td1 in and outside of Ohio about
gnDlate opportooities at BGSU. Where
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.Clanpiun did mosl of her reauiting by
phone. Chavers plans ID do more
hlialiig in order ID alow her to meet
ane-on-one wilh prnspective studenls.
Project Se d1 has_ always relied on

Lisa Chavers (right) counsels graduate students Simon N}U111bwa and Ula L Cuny,
who are both worlcing on their doclora/es in higher education.
its alumni to help in reauiting and
Chavers said it is these people who often
make her job easier. "When our alumni
get out into the workforce, they tel others
about the University and their experiences here,• she said. •A lot of the selling
has a'rea:ly been done by the time I get
to some of these students. Many of the
people who go through Project Search
have an extended relationship with the

program.•
In addition to its recruiting elJor1s, the
program~ to offer Sl4JPOfl 10
students after they enrol at BGSU. 'We
let them know~ can coma by_1he

office any time. We try to aJltivate a
relationship,• Chavers said.
Project Search is not unique to
Bowling Green. Many other institutions
have similar programs and Chavers
said they have become integral to a
university's minority reauitment efforts.
-Without such a program, BGSU would
have a homogenous academic
community,. she said. "The Sl4JPOl1 for
the students wouldn1 be there. There's
a need for lhat extra touch. It's a way
to exlend a •el come and let these

students know we're glai they're

here..

College of Technology unveils new master's degree
Preparing managers for the ever-increasing high-tedl worlds
of manufacturing and construction is the goal of a new master of
industrial technology degree program being offered by the
College of Technology.
The program is one of only a few of its kind in the country and
the only one in the state of Ohio.
The degree program is designed to respond to the requirements of business and industry for advanced technical and
managerial personnel, according to Dr. Ernest Savage, technology and diiector of the coDege's graduate sbldies
With the arrival of microcomputers. new male! ials, computer
graphics and advanced manufaduring and construction practices, there is a growing need for techilical managers who can
continualy incopol.tte these c:haiiges into amWd manufacluring
and business padices,· Savage said.
"P1epaiig those highly skiled people is the goal of the

program; he added.
To celebrate the new program, the college sponsored a
reception Feb. 25. During the reception, Dr. Louis Katzner,
dean of the Graduate College. and Dr. David Gedeon, technology, were honored for their work in getting the program
approved by the Ohio Board of Regents_
Savage said he expects between 70 and 75 students to be
enrolled wilhin two years.
The second graduate program ID be offered by the college
wil offer two areas al specialiization: manufacturing techuology
or conswction management and tect• IOlogy.
In manufacturing tectalOlogy, saudents wil study advanced
level autDmalion and production systems, insln.menlation and
cantrol, 81 igineering design, CXJ111JU18r-i lleglated maradadlr-
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Borrowing from
other libraries is
now as easy as
stroke of a key
Students and faculty now can borrow
from other university and college libraries
in Ohio as easily as borrowing from their
own-online. After an electronic search
for needed materials, users can request
an item with the stroke of a key; the
requested item will arrive on campus in
as little as two days.
Statewide online borrowing within the
OhioLINK system, for which Bowling
Green has been a test site since late in
the fall semester, is now a reality,
OhioLINK officials reported to the Board
of Regents at its Feb. 18 meeting. The
system has contracted with a commercial
package delivery company called Pony
Express Inc., for daily and on-call pick-up
and derivery of library materials.
The service increases the scope and
quarrty of readily available resources.
saving effort and delay associated with
traditional interlibrary loan, OhioLINK
officials say. "Our goal is to provide a
useful, efficient library tool that supports
curriculum and researdl needs; Ohio
LINK executive director Tom Sanville told
the regents.
"One of the more exciting aspects,
and certainly the most innovative, is the
developmen! of the ability to know what
the other libraries have electronically,· Dr.
Rush MiDer, BGSU's dean of libraries,
noted. ·Faculty and students can find
what they need and place an order
themselves without staff assistance.
Students can request books from their
donn rooms and faculty from their offices.
Ifs beautifully organized.·
Miller said Pony Express comes once
a day to the main campus library, which
is designated an A-1 site. Service to the
Rrelands College, which is designated an
A-2 site, is on an on-caB basis.
Mary.Beth Zachary, who is the head of
access services at Jerome Library,
shares the excitement With interfibraty
loan, we had pen and paper requests.
Now it takes just 10 seconds to request
materials online. Ifs reaDy artting edge
sometimes we say the bleeding edge
because as a test site we've also been
involved in working the bugs out of the

system_
•trs just phenomenal what we can do
now. Soon we're hoping to make it as
easy ID request an article as it now is to

request a book,· she said.
Being a test site has placed an
a" itiotial tuden on library slaff, but ii
also has given Bari ig Green a lot of
Conlinusd on page 3

